Birth of a newspaper

A place where deadlines meet deadlines, Maser's newspaper production line is in operation day and night. Spread over three floors, the area is filled with a sense of urgency and excitement. Running the most efficient newspaper press on the market, Maser contributing to the fast in the quality and quantity of papers on newstands. Not only can this press process three newspapers simultaneously, it also smoothly incorporates pre-press, press and post-press in one unified, automated workflow.

Presses: CROMOMAN 70, the world's fastest press in its class.

The customised configuration of Maser's newspaper presses is unique in the Middle East.

Press: FERAQ, the latest technology in mainline systems.

Maser's newspaper production lines include the application of inks, packaging and delivering.

1 PRE- PRESS

2 PRESS: CROMOMAN 70, the world's fastest press in its class.

The customised configuration of Maser's newspaper presses is unique in the Middle East.

3 POSTPRESS: FERAQ, the latest technology in mainline systems.

Maser's newspaper production lines include the application of inks, packaging and delivering.

16 press operations in one press

The line produces various types of newspapers, including daily newspapers, Sunday newspapers, and magazines.

SECOND FLOOR

The line produces various types of newspapers, including daily newspapers, Sunday newspapers, and magazines.

THIRD FLOOR

The line produces various types of newspapers, including daily newspapers, Sunday newspapers, and magazines.

OPENING FLOOR

The line produces various types of newspapers, including daily newspapers, Sunday newspapers, and magazines.

1,175 tons

70,000 broadsheets per hour

3.3 new stands